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Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 150? 1)

a)      153 b)      147 c)      141 d)      153 e)      146 f )      157

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 800?2)

a)      819 b)      756 c)      784 d)      747 e)      845 f )      792

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 3,200? 3)

a)      3,175 b)      3,146 c)      3,210 d)      3,188 e)      3,120 f )      3,245

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 730?4)

a)      726 b)      729 c)      735 d)      727 e)      725 f )      736

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 910? 5)

a)      902 b)     908 c)      905 d)      919 e)      903 f )      909

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 400?6)

a)      369 b)      345 c)      373 d)      415 e)      380 f )    351

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 8,360?7)

a)      8,364 b)     8,357 c)      8,351 d)      8,359 e)      8,362 f )      8,366
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Name : Answer Key

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 150? 1)

a)      153 b)      147 c)      141 d)      153 e)      146 f )      157

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 800?2)

a)      819 b)      756 c)      784 d)      747 e)      845 f )      792

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 3,200? 3)

a)      3,175 b)      3,146 c)      3,210 d)      3,188 e)      3,120 f )      3,245

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 730?4)

a)      726 b)      729 c)      735 d)      727 e)      725 f )      736

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 910? 5)

a)      902 b)     908 c)      905 d)      919 e)      903 f )      909

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 400?6)

a)      369 b)      345 c)      373 d)      415 e)      380 f )    351

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 8,360?7)

a)      8,364 b)     8,357 c)      8,351 d)      8,359 e)      8,362 f )      8,366
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